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CLUB REPORT
The Surrey Park Netball Club continues to go from strength-to-strength, fielding 17
teams and a Net Set Go extension program in the Spring 2013 season.
The following teams were registered to play this season:
Three U11 modified teams
Three U13 teams
Two U15 teams
Three U17 teams
One U19 team
Five Open teams
U13 Storm, U17 Jets, U17 Hornets, U17 Comets and Open Tornadoes made it
through to the grand final with Storm and Tornadoes coming out on top on the day.
Congratulations to those teams and their supporters but also to every girl who participated this season in the spirit of the game. We must also thank the supporters
who turn out week after week to support our girls.
But none of this would have been possible without the hard work of the volunteer
committee. A huge thank you to Jane Thomas, Kristin Ternes, Vanessa Lovell,
Robynne Smith, Renee Reid, Tracey Lethbridge, Pam Flynn, Andrew Toomey and
Sam Clarke-Smith. We appreciate the work Andrew Toomey has done as he steps
down from his position as President; and to Sam Clarke-Smith who has been the
players’ representative for the past few years. Lastly, but by no means the least,
we send our gratitude as a club to Tracey Lethbridge who has worked so tirelessly
from inception of the club to her retirement from the committee this year. We will
never forget the work that she and Lisa Clarke-Smith did to bring the club to the
healthy position it is in now.
We look forward to another successful season full of fun, friendship and fitness in
Winter 2014.
Jacqui Peters
President
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ASTEROIDS
The girls had a great second half of the season,
they really improved as a team each week.
Although their hard efforts did not reflect on the
score board, the girls should be proud of their
performance.

Steph Pavleski

The girl’s skills significantly developed,
especially remembering to be in front, 3ft arms
over the ball and jumping for rebounds.
Learning new skills and drills at training really
paid off as they grew as individuals and as a
team every week. Unfortunately a few of the
weeks we struggled to fill a full team each week
which may have deterred the girls from reaching
their full potential as a team.

Nyabiey Jock

It was clear that throughout the time I coached
the girls, their confidence grew and they began
to see their improvements, even if it was just an
intercept, or stopping their opponent for getting
the ball.
On behalf of the Asteroids, we would like to
thank our team manager Maria Merry for all her
work and making it to every training and playing
a great role in supporting the girls each week.
Also we would like to thank the parents for
attending and allowing the girls to show great
commitment by bringing them to the games
each week. I am proud of the asteroids
achievements and it was a pleasure to coach
them.
Great job girls!

Kristina Bicknell
Emily O’Dwyer (CA)
Mia Walsh
Anjalee Tickner

Gemma Merry
Bridget Frania

COACH
Emma Cowan

TEAM MANAGER
Maria Merry
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CHARGERS
The Summer Season saw a change in the
Chargers line up, losing a few of our girls
but gaining some fantastic replacements!
The beginning of the season was
definitely the highlight for the team, playing
some fantastic netball and loving the
inclusion of two new tall team members to
fill our goal rings, Jacqui and Maeve.
Steph, Emma, Han and Georgie were yet
again all over the midcourt and had all
aspects covered, working well together
carrying their form on from last season.
In defence Han Lade had a new partner in
Abbey, who was outstanding and a very
welcomed defender and attacker all over
the court.

However as the season went on it became
harder and harder to get numbers on a
Saturday, as some players headed home,
overseas or were caught up in work
commitments. Unfortunately the team
didn’t fair too well on the scoreboard and
were unable to make it to finals this
season, but played against some great
opposition in Open 1.
A big thank you to SPNC for their support
and a fantastic year!

Jacqui Witt

Maeve O’Kane
Stephanie Hogg
Hannah Lade
Georgie Bell
Hannah Polson

Emma Armistead (CA)
Abbey
Johannah Griffin
COACH
Johannah Griffin
TEAM MANAGER
Johannah Griffin
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COMETS
Spring 2013 provided the Comets with another
season to go from strength to strength and they
did not disappoint!
We welcomed two new players, Bec and Ally
and they slotted into the team perfectly. Across
the whole court the girls developed their
physical strength and confidence when playing
against older opposition. We worked hard on
our defensive pressure and gaining the front
position in attack.
Bec and Nicola worked tirelessly in defence,
rarely giving up a loose rebound and placing
tough pressure on every shot. Georgia provided
great support, working hard to slow each pass
in to the circle, staying close to her player and
snapping up any possible intercept. Emily, Meg
G and Anna continued to provide great flexibility
in the mid court. They worked hard to get front
position as they drove the ball out of defence
and on to the circle to deliver to our shooters.
The extra support Ally provided Tara and Meg in
goals was fantastic, all three girls worked well
with the constant changing combinations, and
demonstrated greater strength and confidence
under the ring as the season progressed.
All the girls are to be congratulated on their
achievements this semester, finishing runners
up in a close final showed how much they had
improved and how hard they had worked. A big
thank-you to Robynne for her continuous hard
work and support. Thank you also to all the
parents for their support and encouragement.

Well done Comets!

Tara Cabello
Georgia Coad
Emily Cuddy
Meg Gibson (CA)
Rebecca Marks
Ally Oakley (MVP)

Meg Reid
Anna Smethurst
Nicola Toomey
COACH
Vanessa Lovell
TEAM MANAGER

Robynne Smith
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CYCLONES
Cyclones finished Winter 2013 with a
promotion to a higher grade of Modified and a
later time slot. I’m sure players and parents
appreciated a sleep-in only to find parking
chaos. Nothing like a warm up stretch of the
legs whilst walking the streets of Ashwood.
We added 3 new players and they were
welcomed warmly. In no time at all Cyclones
were back to their winning ways. With
success comes greater challenges and the
team were recognised for their ability and skill
by being regraded twice during the season.
Cyclones won many, lost a few and had a
couple of fabulous come from behind battles
with more experienced opponents. The
Surrey determination shone through each
week unlike the spring weather which always
kept us guessing whether we would get to
train or play.

Anna Burke
Eloise Anthony
Isabella Paszkowski
Mia Kolednik
Millie Mason
Molly O'Farrell
Montana McIntyre
Chloe May
Emily Andrew
Rachel Douglas
COACH

Many thanks to Anna and Nicola – they have
formed strong bonds with the players and
families, and have been inspiring role models
all year. I hope they continue to develop their
coaching with such a talented group.

Claire Derrick

Our resourceful managers Gin and Tamsin –
thank you for your organisation and support in
getting a team on court each week.

Virginia Mason

Lastly a heartfelt thanks to all the Cyclones
players and parents for the opportunity to
coach the team. They are a delightful group of
girls, never fail to make me laugh, and I hope
to continue to inspire their love of netball as a
fun and inclusive sport.

TEAM MANAGER

Tamsin Bourke
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DIAMONDS
The Spring season was an interesting
season for the Diamonds. Although we had
10 players we often struggled for numbers
as we hit the stressful Year 12 exam period.
Despite this the girls continued to give it
their all on the court and we saw the growth
of players as they often had to be flexible to
play in positions unfamiliar to them. Due to
the Schoolies period we had to forfeit the
last two weeks of the season and
unfortunately did not make the finals.
However the girls should be extremely
proud of their efforts and continue to have
confidence in their abilities as they are all
highly skilful. The Diamonds are a team of
wonderful netballers who enjoy getting out
there and playing and it has been a pleasure
to coach them.
I would like to thank Pam Flynn for her
wonderful work as team manager, chasing
players to fill in each week. Her constant
support is appreciated by both the girls and
myself.
I would also like to thank the large number
of parents that would come along to cheer
the girls on each week.

Good luck in 2014 Diamonds for both your
netball and for the exciting times that are
ahead.

Ash Farrell (CA)

Anita Coffa
Emily Flynn
Kirstie Janetzki
Maddy Jamieson
Hayley Ternes

Teagan Hickey (MVP)
Sarah Young
Jess Walden

Louisa Detez
COACH

Georgia Hanna
TEAM MANAGER
Pam Flynn
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JETS
Well done to the Jets on a fabulous spring
season! Week in and week out the girls
demonstrated improvement on the court,
finishing their season with a well deserved
spot in the grand final. Having coached this
team for many years, it is pleasing to see
that they continue to be open to learning new
things and are always keen to work hard at
training.

Hayley Peters

The girls enjoyed the addition of a new team
member, Phoebe, who brought some of her
basketball aggression and fitness to the
netball court. She combined nicely with
Hayley and Sophie in goals, but also brought
strength to the mid-court.

Sarah Adlawan

The mid-court has benefited greatly from the
versatility of Tori, Sarah, Monica and Elouise
who rotated (without complaint) amongst the
3 positions ably as required by the team
against the different opposition.

Tori Pittendrigh

Our defence continues to be a force to be
reckoned with – Jasmine and Christine
(supported by Elouise and Sarah) being hard
to penetrate.

Jacqui Peters

We didn’t win the grand final but we did an
amazing job getting there. Well done girls!
Thanks again to Kylie, our fabulous team
manager who turned up every week, even
when Sophie was not available. We
appreciate her dedication and that of the
parents who come out to support the Jets
weekly.

Sophie Warner
Elouise Lloyd (CA)
Christine Soh
Jasmine Bettiol (MVP)

Phoebe Maus
Monica Gracie

COACH

TEAM MANAGER
Kylie Warner
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ROCKETS
The Rockets worked well together and saw
the team rewarded for all their hard work by
making the semi finals. It was a great
season. Congratulations to Kat Forrester for
receiving the MVP award and Lucinda
Totney for the coach’s award.

Lucinda Totney (CA)
Kathryn Bibby
Claire Murray
Kat Forrester (MVP)
Tessa Ashton
Lucy Stevens
Alanah Hickey
Kelsey Stewart
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SATELLITES
The spring of 2013 for the Satellites was a
very challenging but rewarding season. The
girls welcomed new players to the team,
enjoying the Monday afternoon training
sessions when the rain held off.

Bella Loverso

At the beginning of the season the girls
started in Aqua, which proved to be quite a
challenge for them, and despite the hard
work they put into the Saturday games they
were moved into Black, where they played
teams with similar abilities.

Hannah Hill

They managed to get together as a team and
show great sportsmanship as well as using
the key skills worked on in training sessions
and putting them into gameplay.

Brooke Lipscomb

We are very happy with the way the girls
progressed throughout the season and hope
that they continue to play great netball as
they move up into under 13's in 2014.
A big thank you to all the family and friends
who supported the girls every Saturday
regardless of the weather, a special thank
you to Tash and Renae for their excellent
team management and organisation
throughout the season, it has made our job
as coaches much easier.

Charlotte Pittendrigh
Sarah Cuddy
Jessica Grigg
Maddie Lurati
Kate Thomas
Alysia Pulvirenti
COACH
Emily Flynn & Sarah
Young
TEAM MANAGER
Tash Loverso
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STARS
When I began coaching the Stars half way
through the season they lacked some
motivation as a team. However I am very
proud of them for realising their potential and
growing into a successful and developing
team! Nearer the end of the season the girls
won a few games, boosting their confidence,
they are to be commended for their efforts.
Although we didn’t quite make a team at
training each week, the girls began to really
play as a team and work in harmony
together. As a team the girls really developed
their skills, particularly getting in front,
jumping for rebounds and especially playing
a more defensive game.
All of the girls had a go in different positions
which made them think but also grow and
learn new skills. Some weeks we didn’t
manage to fill a full team on the court which
was a slight set back but the girls did a great
job, even though their game was not
reflected on the scoreboard.

On behalf of the girls I would like to thank the
Team Manager Adrienne White for always
being there as a support to the girls and
contributing to strategies on how we can do
better.
Also we would like to thank the parents for
coming along as a support cheer squad, the
girls and I appreciate your attendance.
Overall for the time I coached the girls I
really enjoyed helping and watching the girls
grow as individual netballers and as a team.
Well done!

Hannah Collins (MVP)
Enya Peroni
Rachel Forge (CA)
Jackie Gracie
April O’Brien

Sasha White
Annabel Pittendrigh
COACH
Emma Cowan
TEAM MANAGER
Adrienne White
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STARSHIPS
The starships had an awesome season!

Ella Buntin

This was the first season out of Net Set Go
for the girls and you can already see how
much they have improved in just 12 weeks.

Neve O’Connor

Lack of height was no issue for the girls;
everyone gave 100% each week at games
and at training. The girls worked especially
hard on shooting, leading into open spaces
and defending their player. Each player was
able to practise their skills in every position
and they are all starting to understand
where their position allows them to move on
the court.
Special thanks go to Team Manager Leonie
for her all her help, to Jacqui and Eric for
helping out at training and games, and to all
the parents for braving the cold and rain,
week after week, even if we didn’t end up
playing or training!
Go Starships!

Issy Yeap
Tess Hayes
Heidi May
Sophie Schlesinger

Tash Matters
Aisha Bowker
Emily Wyatt
COACH
Hayley Peters
TEAM MANAGER
Leonie Yeap
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STORM
Storm are once again the Spring Queens after a
nailbiting finish in the U/13 Division 1 Grand Final
against arch rivals Ashy Opals.
Another blistering season saw the Storm go from
strength to strength with a clear message to the
opposing teams that they were a force to be
reckoned with and weren’t going to settle for third
place!!

They had a very consistent season, their only
slump being the loss against Lloyd Strikers midway
through, not that Tammy or myself could share the
blame, we were too busy sharing stories and
laughs on a girls weekend in Daylesford!! It
obviously gave them a reality check and a kick up
the bum as they lifted their performance for the final
four matches putting them in good stead leading
into finals.
Full credit must go to the team for their amazing
win in the Semi final against Hartwell, who were the
reigning Winter Premiers and had sneakily qualified
a ‘Star’ player for the contest. The girls stood tall
playing with poise and confidence according to
Tammy Currie who once again took control in my
absence proving that she is always there ‘if you
need’ as a good Wing Defence should be!!
The Grand Final was another memorable match
that went right down to the wire and on the final
siren, no one was quite sure who had managed to
snatch the win!! (Except for the coach of course!!)
Each of the girls played an important role in the
victory, supporting and encouraging each other’s
efforts and commitment to the ball. The large
crowd cheered loudly showing their appreciation of
witnessing another exciting display of skillful
netball.
Thank you to the all the parents for their amazing
support and Tammy for keeping me on my toes.
She knows she needs me as much as I need her!!
I’ve enjoyed another brilliant season with a terrific
bunch of girls.
Go Storm!!

Anna Kolednik
Georgia Jowett
Hannah Mundy (MVP)
Jasmin Amiet
Lucy Smethurst
Maddie Currie

Maddy Thomas
Rachel Kelly (CA)
Xavian Scott
COACH

Shelley O’Donnell
TEAM MANAGER

Tammy Currie
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TAIPANS
Spring 2013 provided Taipans hurdles both on &
off the court. On the court it was always going to
be difficult as we were placed in top section of
the WDNA competition of Open 1 and off the
court as we struggled to get consistency of player
availability due to injury, work and social
commitments and this provided frustration with
team members having to play out of position.
Unfortunately Georgia Hanna, our MVP from
winter season suffered an ankle injury early in
the season and despite her best efforts was not
able to get back to playing until the last 2 rounds
of the year.
As the season progressed there were a number
of games where the team was more cohesive
and this translated into some wins or importantly
better team play. Our first quarters were often our
downfall with Taipans constantly making a slow
start and the opposition getting an early
advantage. Often the next 3 quarters were evenly
matched. Despite our win/loss ratio of 3 wins, 7
losses most games were very competitive.
Congratulations to Alex Totney winner of the
MVP by one vote over Bek Clarke-Smith who
gained the Coach’s Award.
Once again I’d like to thank our long time Team
Manager Lisa Clarke-Smith and Rex BartonSmith for covering me in the Coaching role when
I was unavailable. I look forward to the girls
taking up the challenge in Winter 2014.

Alice Barrow

Tahnee Bell
Sam Clarke-Smith
Bek Clarke-Smith (CA)
Georgia Hanna
Kelly Henden

Brittany Roebuck
Martine Scott
Alex Totney (MVP)

Justine Travill
COACH

Tracey Lethbridge
TEAM MANAGER
Lisa Clarke-Smith
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THUNDER
The Spring season is the second season that
Thunder has played together under the
coaching of Lucy Stevens. After making it to
the finals in the Winter season we were all
ready to face the next challenge of the Spring
season.

Charlotte Abbott (MVP)
Julia Pile
Catherine Smith

Following the initial grading period we decided
to put ourselves up for the challenge of a
slightly higher grade, we felt that we were
ready for it.

Kate McKay

During the Spring season we again faced
some injuries and illness, however our
supportive U11 teams were happy to step in
and help us out.

Katy Hatch

We played strong and focused. The girls
displayed great movement around the court
and continued to display their ability to work as
a team. Even though we just missed out on the
semi-finals we felt that we had a fantastic
season together and continued to develop our
skills as individuals and as a team.
Great big thanks must go to our coach Lucy
and all the wonderful parents, family and
friends who came out to support the girls each
week. We look forward to the challenge of
Winter 2014.

Caitlin O’Connor

Zoe Lorandi

Indi Clarke-Jacob (CA)
Jess Slattery
COACH
Lucy Stevens
TEAM MANAGER
Linda Abbott
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TORNADOES
We started the season with great trepidation,

Fran Steiner

But well, at least we had one player, who’d represented our
nation,

Leanne Harding

Our main concern was to be injury free,

Leonie Yeap

But that hope was soon gone - by about round three

Gin Mason

We were lucky to have the height of Fran,
And beside her in goals was mostly Leanne,

Vanessa Lovell

They were a great pair, shooting goals from everywhere,

Robynne Smith

Though we were never quite sure of Fran’s crazy hair

Julie Andrews

In mid court Leonie, Gin, Vanessa, Rob and Julie did play,

Shelley O’Donnell

With the ball on a string, the game went our way,
We tried Shelly in goals, but the ring she did not find,
A quick change was made, and Tammy made sure we
weren’t behind,
Our defence was led by Lisa, Tammy and Roxanne

Tammy Currie

Lisa Linely
Roxanne Gay

Their skill only outdone, by their lovely suntan
Our x-factor was Shelly, with that bullet like pass
Though we noticed her opponents having trouble getting
around her ass
On the side keeping score we had the wonderful Treen,
Though we noticed each week she claps like the Queen

TEAM MANAGERS
Julie Toomey

Now we had a great rival in the Falcons from Pinewood

Katrina Woodfull

The only problem was, they weren’t that good

Tamsin Bourke

Their shitty green dresses made them look like Shrek
So come finals time, they hit the deck
So grand final day came, and we all know how it goes,
Section 3 Open Premiers are the Tornadoes!
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NET SET GO
Congratulations to all the girls who
participated in the Net Set Go
program this season.

Gabrielle Abbott
Eliza Conole
Lizzie Douglas
Milly Freeman
Sophie Gazzola
Olivia Hamilton
Abbey Herring
Emma Miravet
Niamh Murphy
Lizzie O’Sullivan
Tara Perry
Olivia Sayers
Emma Schutt
Kiara Senevirante
Olivia Ward
COACH
Priscilla Ryles-Smith
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COMETS

TORNADOES

